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| Studio Ready/Quiet Studio Standby-A/CG/TCD/VTR | Anchor A: Hi I’m _________.  
Anchor B: And I’m __________. We’ll get you back to regular programming in a moment, but first we have some breaking news to report.  
Anchor A: The Rowan University Board of Trustees has just announced a new initiative under the Rowan Goes Green campaign. Effective immediately, the Campbell Library will no longer add any paper based books, magazines, or printed reference materials to its collection. Existing physical materials will be scanned to files and be made available to students and faculty for download from the Internet.  
Anchor B: University officials say that this plan for an all-digital library is the first of its kind. With every student required to have a computer, this allows the library to come to the students instead of the students going to the library. But what will happen to Campbell Library if there are no books? Rowan’s own Biff Steele investigates.  
Package (0:55) Video + 2 tracks VO  
PKG Endline: “…bulletproof glass. For Rowan News, I’m Biff Steele.”  
Anchor A: We’ll have more on this story as it develops. For now, savor that fresh book smell and watch out for paper cuts. We now rejoin your local programming already in progress. |